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About This Game

Welcome to The Cooking Game.
You’re on a mission to start running your own restaurant business.

Fancy celebrity chef Gordon Ramsay who owns a chain of his own restaurants or Jamie Oliver who promotes healthy and
vegetarian recipes inspired from all over the world? Do you want to become a famous gourmet, and food writer like Nigella

Lawson who has her own TV Show?
Start now with The Cooking Game and learn how to cook, serve and manage your own restaurants.

Chef Jennifer will help you getting accustomed to preparing a variety of dishes from all over the world & managing different
style of restaurants: from fast food cafe to vegan to a high-end exclusive Japanese sushi restaurant.

You will start with simple Fast Food Cafe to gain basic culinary skills, then proceed with to earn a Turkish restaurant business,
provided you prove what you have as a chef.

Features
- 8 unique restaurants, from bakery to diner, from american to chinese

- more than 300 levels
- hundreds of kitchen upgrades

- prepare hundreds of dishes
- satisfy thousands of customers

- personalize your interior with elegant furniture
- cook any dish from burger to fancy chef recipe, from breakfast to dinner
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You will slowly make your own into owning and managing a Chinese Wok to Walk restaurant.
Ever wonder how to stir fry a Chinese noodle and fried rice?

Do you have what it takes to stir fry a Chinese style egg-noodles in front of your customers with selected toppings, meat &
sauces?

Upgrade your culinary skills then with managing more advanced and exquisite Italian and Japanese Sushi restaurants.
These restaurants are not for the faint-of-hearted.

Japanese sushi restaurant will take your skill to the limit as you explore the traditional ways of making Japanese sashimi, sushi
rolls, tempura etc.

All work but no play? Don’t worry. Candy shop will take you back to your sweetest memory as a kid.
Serve the desserts to your customers by learning how to bake cupcakes, make cotton candy, frozen yogurt and slurpee!

A variety of cuisines
- Chinese Noodles & Rice

- Italian Pizza, Pasta & Lasagna
- American Fast Food Burger & Hotdog

- Japanese Sushi & Tempura
- Arabic Shawarma & Kebab

- Popular Cakes, Icecream & Sweets
- Cook spicy hot Indian curry

- Prepare delicious burrito, taco & quesadilla

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?!?
Show your skills and feed the hungry customers!

Get "the Cooking Game" now! THIS IS THE MOST INSANELY ADDICTIVE COOKING GAME EVER!
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This obviously a port of a mobile game to pc, in which the in game purchases have been removed. And to be honest I was
looking for a game like this on pc to play, without the extra purchases. I had played a few of them on mobile, but never paid
extra so of course you can only go so far on those with the extra pay.

I was having real fun playing this, completed the first two restaurant all with three stars and fully upgrade. Get to the third
business, a cake and slurpee joint and low and behold I am stuck. Stuck due to lack of diamonds, things you are awarded during
play when finishing levels. So now that this third store needs even more diamonds to upgrade things, very high charges of 10-20
diamonds on a lot of it, and I can no longer complete levels with three stars without upgrading. I now have to hang out at the
"casino" endlessly spinning the wheel trying to get diamonds.

So I went from having fun to getting bored silly spinning a "roulette" wheel that only gives 2 diamonds a pop when you actually
land on the diamond giveaway slot. And I also had 90k in money, which has dwindled down to 29k and now I only have 2
diamonds. I will probably consider this game done and uninstall, what a waste. Too bad because the game WAS fun.

This is a DEFINITE no buy, unless you like to be frustrated a lot, not by your skill level or a challenging game, but by a lack of
foresight by a dev when bringing a mobile port to pc, then by all means grab it lol
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